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**Football Playoffs Continue Sunday**

by Bill Rody '58

The second round of the intramural football playoffs will take place this Sunday as BAE routes Phi Delta Theta and Phi Gamma Delta takes on Beta Theta Pi. Phi Delta Theta and Phi Gamma Delta are both undefeated for the year, having won their respective leagues undefeated and knocked off opposition in last week's playoff games. BAE rallied over a highly rated Phi Gamma team 10-5, and the Phi Delta dropped the Betas 14-7 in one of the closest games of the year. This week it should be the Phi Delta over BAE in another close one but Walt Adcock '57 should make the difference. The Betas should keep their title hopes alive by knocking off the Phi Gam easily. With tablespoon Tom Hoffman '56 and four other regulars definitely out with injuries, the Phi Gamis present a rather weak obstacle.

With football slowly passing into the sunset, we find the winter sports beginning to crop on the scene. Play opened in intramural basketball Wednesday night with East Campus back in defend their title. We will run as many of the basketball scores as we can find and will run a story on any game on which we have information.

The basketball season has also started, with play going strong in six locations. The league play will wind up on December 20, three days after every- one's hearts for Christmas vacation. After Christmas the intramural winners will go on to a playoff for the championship.

Six bowling leagues are running strong except for league one. It seems the falling blues blow up whenever they are supposed to roll the balls. In league two the Sig Eps A team is running a strong first over Burton House. League three finds Delta Tau Delta and Walker Shulman tied in the lead. Sig Kappa Sigma running third. Sig Eps Sigma, Baker House, and Epsilon House are all in a tie for the top spot in league four. ATO is on top in league five and Sigma Nu is second. Sig Eps B leads because six but they are being pressed by the Betas.

The top ten bowlers by average so far are:

1. Bresciani Theta TAU 55.2
2. Fols Sig Eps A 57.0
3. Menner Sig Eps B 51.2
4. Madsen Sigma Nu 50.7
5. Hofman Sig Eps B 50.2
6. Andrus Sigma Nu 51.2
7. Webber Sig Kappa Sigma 50.6
8. Toss Sig Kappa Sigma
9. Alston Sig Eps B
10. Fluss Kappa Sig 51.2

**The ideal spot for that weekend date...**

- **RIVIERA DINING**
- **CALIFORNIA DINING**
- **SHERRY LOUNGE**
- **3-D murals.**

**Tech Harriers, Led by Captain Smith, 16th In ICAAAA**

Led by half captain Ray Smith's sensational running, the top performers of his relay team in his last individual events, a rapidly improved MIT varsity barrier squad placed second in the team, 2:41.8, to Penn's 2:39.90 to compete in the ICAAAA championship meet this last Monday over the tough Van Cortlandt Park course.

Finishing strong, Smith paced a race of competitors in the last two miles, 2:41.8, an improvement of 24 positions over his effort of last year. Following his captain's example, the remainder of the Runner would also registered gains in the last stages of the five-mile distance in the 7th. The third in the national event. Honoured by the absence of stars Jack Bell and the injured Ed Carter '58, the Beaver squad is defeating Rutgers, Pennsylvania, Yale, Union, Rhode Island, Lafayette, and Alfred. The team title went to Pittsburgh-Michigan State, troubled by the lack of a strong fifth man, a chase second. The individual title went to Henry Kennedy, a Michigan State sophomore, whose time of 24:30:36 was the record set by two-tenths of a second.

Smith's performance is all the more amazing in view of the number of top New England runners from the NECAAA meet the week previously who were beaten by the Beaver runners this week. Among these was Bob "Gigolino", Boston University, Massachusetts, who placed second in the Northeast, and the placing runners garnered by the Tech team were Dave Vauhan '57, Peter Cottle '56, Walt Kuckes '56, Bob Solon '56, and Glenn Berenger '57. MIT was represented in the 103rd.

The remaining places garnered by the Tech team were Dave Vauhan '57, Peter Cottle '56, Walt Kuckes '56, Bob Solon '56, and Glenn Berenger '57. MIT was represented in the 103rd.

The ICAAAA meet tracked the conclusion of the 1503 cross country season. The New England championship was held at early October 24 at Upper Be ban, was run in the sunshine, a successful year. A revision of the New England cross country championship is being considered. By the Tech team were Dave Vauhan '57, Peter Cottle '56, Walt Kuckes '56, Bob Solon '56, and Glenn Berenger '57. MIT was represented in the 103rd.
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